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Holiday at Home | GlobeWest introduces their latest Outdoor furniture  
 
September 2015: Noosa, Montego, Florida, Southport & Antigua are the latest 
ranges to be released as part of GlobeWest’s Collections 2017.  
 
With fine white framing, teak wooden details and pale grey upholstery, Antigua 
offers a modern light feel across sofas, chairs and sunbed designs. 
 
The Florida range includes a versatile sectional sofa with a solid natural teak 
frame. The use of dark upholstery keeps the piece contemporary and modern. A 
unique oval-shaped dining table is also a welcome addition to this range. 
 
The brand new Noosa range offers interesting paneling and outdoor rattan and 
teak furniture armchairs, tables, sofas, occasional chairs and coffee tables.  
 
Southport satisfies a traditional look. Woven sofa pieces and chairs, as well as 
tables in teak are both comfortable and classic.  
 
Slick and modern modular pieces form the Montego range. The various modular 
pieces offer flexibility for different spaces. This range provides the option of 
charcoal and anthracite or pale grey and white.  
 
In addition to these five exciting ranges, brand new pieces have also been added 
to GlobeWest’s existing range. Sure favorites include the Granada butterfly 
occasional chair and Aperto’s new curve sofa, which offers a minimal 
indoor/outdoor feel.  
 
GlobeWest’s premium quality outdoor furniture integrates scientifically developed 
technologies to optimise product durability in harsh climates.  
 
Technologies Explained 
 

Sunbrella 
 Fade resistant 

 Water-repellant 

 Stain-proof 

 Breathable 

 Mould resistant  

 UV Protection 
 

Quick Dry Foam 
 Dries faster than 

regular foams 
 Resistant to 

natural mould 
 Resistant to 

fungus 
 

Polystrand 
 Lightweight  

 Strong  

 Highly Durable 
 

 
Browse globewest.com.au for detailed product information. 
 
View or download GlobeWest outdoor imagery via Press Loft.   
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Media Enquiries 
iD Collective 

 Stacey McArdle, staceym@idcollective.com.au  

 Sarah Carty, sarahc@idcollective.com.au  
 
Lifestyle and Product Imagery  
Collections 2017 Outdoor Imagery now available on Press Loft: 
globewest.pressloft.com 
 

 Photographed by Derek Swalwell, Mike Baker, Lisa Cohen,  

 Styled by Ruth Welsby, Rebecca Simon, Julia Green 
 
Further requests welcome! Please contact us.  
 
Interview Opportunities 

 GlobeWest Co-Founder, Stephen Mendel 

 GlobeWest Design Manager, Keti Lytras 
 
Showrooms 
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Auckland 
 
Social Media  

 Instagram: @globewest  

 Facebook: facebook.com/globewestfurniture 
 Pinterest: pinterest.com/globewest 
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